Sequence by Kourti-Papamoustou, Vasiliki
!
Vasiliki Kourti- Papamoustou !!!
SEQUENCE !
Music for a watercolour painting sequence  
from Gabriela Stellino !!
for Clarinet in Bb, Violin and Piano !
 
!
Freiburg, November 2014 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Performance Notes !!
All instruments:                                   Clarinet in Bb: !!
gradual transition between one state and another                                           play normally !
                                                                                                                                           
al niente                                                                                                precise pitches played with much air !!
             molto vibrato                                                                                        only air !!
              senza vibrato                                                                                                breathe in (inhale) !!
                                                                                                                                               breathe out (exhale) 
Piano: !
   play this note(s) inside the piano with your ﬁﾞngertip, with 
   a swift movement from the right to the left, like playing                                       clearly pitched melodic slap 
   the harp !!
mute 2 of the 3 strings inside the piano with your ﬁﾞngertip,                                  key clicks 
the pitch should be clearly perceptible 
 !
mute the strings inside the piano with your ﬁﾞngertip, the pitch  
should be not recognisable. The note must be played with a                                pitch coloured noise with key clicks 
quick intense staccato, so that the resonance of the other  
strings becomes prominent 
Violin:                                                                                                                                           !
molto sul ponticello !!
   sul ponticello !!
ordinario !!
   sul tasto !!
molto sul tasto 
 !
muting sign: place the hand lightly over the strings 
(only noise) !!
stop muting, play normally !!
A performance of the piece can be found in youtube under this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_2pyS-wYl8 !
The ﬁﾞlms could be played live with a program such as Vegas or                  
Magix. Every ‘sequence’ should begin according to the score. The nine                          
sequences are not merged in a single video, in order to be able to  
follow the performance of the musicians. 
The score is transposed 
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*The formate lasts until the end 
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let the sound be distorted from the strength of the 
blowing, the peak should be here, however 
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*From now on, press the pedal with every chord;
change it quickly before the next one.
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*keep the pedal pressed 
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